!2	TURKEY IN TRAVAIL
The end grew near. The spring was coming clean
and fresh with the undefinable kick of new life in the
air. Far up in the Persian hills the snow was melting
and the river had risen into a gigantic flood that covered
the land and cut off all hope of relief. The duck came
fleeting over us on their way to the breeding grounds.
The linnets flirted and played across the trenches as
they paired. A snake or two rustled through the grass
above our heads, and the parapets of the trenches were
carpeted thick with luscious grasses and scented flowers.
But down in the trenches it was dark, weary monotony.
I could smell those trenches, stale, full of disease and
death and dirt and foulness and despair and tired, starved
men who cared little for life or death. I could feel, almost
touch, Spring. The songs of the birds and the hum of
insects and the great swollen river spoke of surging life,
but down in the earth we were imprisoned underground.
We were already half buried, while life surged over us.
I slept lightly as one hungry, and Subedar Rahmet
AH called me softly to come and see. In the rose flush
before dawn a sickle moon was sliding down the sky.
Almost within its horns glowed a great bright star. I
could hear my Punjabi Mussulmans whispering together,
" The Star and Crescent of the Prophet." From the
Turkish trenches opposite a Mullah called loud and
clear the Morning Call to Prayer. Subedar Rahmet Ali
was praying; and suddenly, as a stranger, as one shut
out, as one lost in the vastness of Asia, I felt lonely.
Months later I met Rahmet Ali in prison, suffering
because he would not do homage to the Sultan of Turkey,
and I was glad and comforted.

